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1 / 20 
Company overview Corporate Profile Corporate Profile 

December 16, 
1949 

Establishment  

The capital 

Sales 

Current profit 

Number of  
employees 

Number of consolidated subsidiaries 

Number of equity method  
application related companies 

187.4 billion yen 

183 

32 

Connection 
Single 

3,580,900,000,000 yen 
2,276,800,000,000 yen 

Connection 
Single 

296 billion yen 
195.8 billion yen 

132,276 people 
38,385 people 

Connection 
Single 

/ As of March 31, 2013 
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Benefit and convenience 

Comfort 
Gasoline engine management system 

Diesel engine management system 

Product for gas-and-electric-powered car 

and electric vehicle 

[Suta-ta], alternator, and radiator, etc. 

Safety 
Sen Synge system for driving support system 

Actuator & computer for ABS/ESC 

Headlamp control system (AFS) 

Sensor & computer for air bag 

Monitoring system around vehicle and 

combinations meter 

Wiper system etc. 

Car air conditioner system 

Air conditioner and air cleaner, etc. for bus 

Environment 

Car navigation system and ETC on-board 

equipment 

Remote security system 

Remote touch controller and smart key 

Vehicle operation system (AVOS) etc. 

Our main products Corporate Profile 
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3 / 20 Introduction 

Our company introduces TRIZ and ten years have passed. The in-house promotion activity of 
the TRIZ use of ten years was the one through practice. It has kept first applying TRIZ to 
actual subject, it learning to the success and the failure, and it groping for the approach and 
the tool of new TRIZ use.  
It looks back on the promotion activity for ten years, and this time, what problem exists, and it 
reports sometimes what improvement on you have tried. Additionally, it introduces the groping 
case with a new tool.  
It would be greatly appreciated if the opinion it becomes your reference and without the 
diffidence could be sent.  

Contents 

1. Our TRIZ development transition 
2. Activity, problem, and improvement 
at each stage 
 ① Introduction stage 
 ② Application stage 
 ③ Applied stage 
3. Combination case with another 
technique 
4. Summary 
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4 / 20 1. Our TRIZ development transition 

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2003 Fiscal year 

TRIZ use 
Theme 
number 
(total) 

200 

150 

100 

50 

250 

(matter) 

TRIZ 
education 
Number of 
students 

(total) 

2000 

1500 

1000 

500 

2500 

(person) 

Stage 

200 or more in ten years.  

It drinks and TRIZ is used by 
the theme.  

The engineer who knows TRIZ 

500 people/middle-aged 
woman Canadian inside 

①Introduction ②Application ③Application 

Workshop 
[De] TRIZ is learnt.  

It is practice and 
TRIZ.  

It puts it on [wo] 
body.  

TRIZ is applied.  
The solution is practiced.  
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5 / 20 2. Activity, problem, and improvement at each stage (1/6) 

2004 2005 2003 

① Introduction stage 

Workshop by external consultant * 

120 people per 25 theme 

Case 
symposium 

Enlightenment 
seminar * 

500 person attending a 
lecture 

*It cooperated in the idea lord Ltd..  

Workshop 

Lecturer External consultant 

Time Ten days (about six months) 

Participant Half of half the number nomination + 
applicants 

Theme An actual development theme is brought 
together.  

Content 
TRIZ seat study? Problem analysis? 

Idea putting out. Concept selection 

Result 

-  Rapid eminence improvement and content 
understanding 

-  Affirmative evaluation 

After the seminar: 65% that tries.  

Workshop..expectation. 

Problem 

It takes time.  

-  Workshop: 

It averages by work + homework the TRIZ study and exclusion 
84h.  

-  A lot of true opinions 

" It takes time though TRIZ is not bad. " 
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6 / 20 2. Activity, problem, and improvement at each stage (2/6) 
② Application stage: Policy (The introduction stage is finished, and 
TRIZ is applied to a lot of themes).  

Policy 

"It takes time" ? "First of all practice"/result is put out and TRIZ is acquired.  

Policy It teaches, and it does.  

Lecturer Consultant outside the company 

Time Average 84h 

Participant Half of half the number nomination + applicants 

It acquires it by practice.  

An in-house propeller initiates it.  

..about 20h.. target 

Only the applicant 

Introduction stage Application stage 

Theme Actual development theme Actual development theme 

TRIZ education Systematic seat study 24h Seat study none (Only a necessary point : in every 
case).  

= = of image at distance of 20h/theme 

The applicant 

To an in-house 
propeller 

Report 

Theme 
decision 

Team 
organization 

Problem analysis Ⅰ 

(analysis why why) 

Problem 
analysis Ⅱ 

(contradiction 
construction) 

Idea putting out 

(invention 
principle) 

Concept 
construction 

([pyu-]) 

.. =   20h (2-3 month..) 

(Twice. ) (Twice. ) (three 
times) 

(three 
times) 
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2007 2008 2006 

TRIZ application practice by applicant and in-house propeller 

420 120 theme people 

Introductory 
chapter education 

100 person attending a 
lecture 

2. Activity, problem, and improvement at each stage (3/6) 
② Application stage: Practice, result, and problem 

-  Field of theme 

Problem solving 
35% 

Type plan for the 
next term 

25% 

Type project for the 
future 
40% 

120 all themes -  Category of theme 

-  User satisfaction rating 

Problem analysis Idea putting out Concept construction 

-  

-  

X 

Machine 
40% 

Materia
l 

25% 

Electro
n 

20% 

Softw
are 
15% 

-  Activity time (h/theme) 

06 
years 

30h or less 30h or more 

07 
years 
08 
years 

45% 20% 30% 5% 

10h or less 20h or less 

-  Number of use 

06 
years 

90 people 

07 
years 08 
years 

170 people 

160 people 

Repeater: 10% 

Result 

-  Time crunch: About 80h ? about 20h/theme 

- An effective idea conception tool and it evaluates it to 
TRIZ.  

(Independent TRIZ use in the office has extended. ) 

Problem 

The satisfaction rating is low as solution *.  

Means on solution *: business to solve problem and problem 

Various themes 
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8 / 20 2. Activity, problem, and improvement at each stage (4/6) 

③ Applied stage: Policy (Finish the application stage, and the solution to 
various themes).  

Policy "Solution *" is offered.  

Various approaches according to a variety of problem situations of solution *: 

Policy TRIZ is applied.  

Approach 
Fixed form TRIZ 

Problem analysis? Idea putting out. Concept construction 

Category of theme 

Type project for the future 

The solution is offered.  

Each category of the theme is changed.  

More subdivision 

( To six categories. ) 

Application stage Applied stage 

Type plan for the next term 

Problem solving 

Tool 

Type project for 
the future The number of TRIZ tools that can 

be mastered is increased.  Type plan for the 
next term 

The combination with another technique is 
tried.  

Problem 
solving 

Education 

Invention principle, evolution trend, SLP, and multi screen 

Both circles of practice and systematic education 

Invention principle and evolution trend 

Invention principle 

+ 

It acquires it by practice.  
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9 / 20 2. Activity, problem, and improvement at each stage (5/6) 

③ Applied stage: Practice 

-  Subdivision of category of theme (To offer the solution to various problems).  

2013 2012 2010 2011 2009 

TRIZ application practice by applicant and in-house propeller 

Introductory 
chapter education 

160 people 180 people 

350 100 theme people 

190 people 250 people 

Chapter of practice 
education 

Idea conception method 
education 

120 people 

40 
people 

60 
people 

30 
people 

280 people 

Type project for 
the future 

① The target is felt for.  

Type plan for 
the next term 

Problem solving 

② The target is set.  

③ The method is decided.  

④ Choices of the means are expanded.  

⑤ The means is decided.  

⑥ Short-term problem solving 

The way it should be, forecast, development scenario in the future, search at chance, and product 
planning 

Product planning, road map, rival comparison, theme search, and usage development ･･･ 

Plan design, reduction in costs, patent application, and lightening 

Product project 

Performance gain, efficiency gain, and quality improvement 

Quality issue and problem of factory 
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10 / 20 2. Activity, problem, and improvement at each stage (6/6) 
③ Applied stage: Result 

Result 
The number of necessary tools that can be used has increased for the solution.  

Blue character: Tried TRIZ 
tool 

Deficit: Another technique 
for combining 

-  Surplus: TRIZ tool used from application stage 

Type project 
for the 
future 

① The target is felt for.  

Type plan 
for the next 

term 

Problem 
solving 

② The target is set.  

③ The method is 
decided.  

④ Choices of the means 
are expanded.  

⑤ The means is 
decided.  

⑥ Short-term 
problem solving 

Problem analysis Idea conception Idea settling 

- S-curve analysis 

- Law of eight evolution 

- Effects 

- Multi screen 

- Trend analysis of evolution - Ultimate ideal solution 

- Trend of evolution of 31 

- Trim 

- Invention principle of 40 

- Physical 
contradiction 

- Prediction 

- Invention standard 
solution 

- Problem hierarchy search 

- Cause result analysis 

- 
Restriction 
analysis 

- Place material ‐ 
analysis 

- Knowledge retrieval (Gf) - Device analysis 

- Genealogy chart of 
technological evolution 

- QFD-TM* 

*It is introducing it by cooperating in the idea lord Ltd..  

- Pyu 

- Portfolio 

- KJ method 

- Engineering contradiction 

- Resource analysis 

Case 
introducti

on 
- SLP - DE 

- Reverse TRIZ 

- Definite plan 
making 

- Personification 

User satisfaction rating: Concept construction X ?  - ～* 
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3. Combination case with another technique: Development scenario of A system technology (1/7) 

① Outline of theme brought in and another technique for choosing 

Plan of development scenario of technological base concerning A system technology 

 -  The development scenario that doesn't base "Society trend" and "Change in the 
market trend" is impossible.  

However, it is also inevitable that "Technology" becomes a center.  

I want to have it.  

Target Development scenario that unifies rationality and consent and has it 

Proposal from propeller 

Rationality. Forecast in the future based on past analysis 

Consent. Selection of development route based on hypothesis 

Strategy 
theory 

Selection 

Genealogy chart * of 
technological evolution 

Genealogy chart * of technological 
evolution 

Dead end 

Route 
selection 

Dead end 
Route 
selection 

Route 
selection 

The genealogy of the organic evolution: The seed of the living thing is ruled by the 
strategy that facing and all actions aimed at the species preservation on the edge 
of extinction.  

The law of technological evolution: The success in the research and 
development should search for the direction where the technology that 
does a better judgment and chooses is not easily exterminated.  

Strategy = route 
selection 

3h X 8 times of eight members =  24h 
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3. Combination case with another technique: Development scenario of A system technology (2/7) 

② Genealogy chart-making of 
technological evolution 

1990 2000 2010 Age 
XXXX XXXX XXXX 

XXXX 

XXXX 

XXXX 

XXXX 

XXXX 

-  Genealogy chart made first (shape that tend to be) 

The general view chart of a past product queues up in 
order of the sale.  

It is understood what to be read there is a lot of volume of 
information neither.  

Unexpectedly difficult genealogy chart-making 

Transition of the one 
architecture that should 

be read Selection 

It restructures by 
material ‐ place 
analysis aspect.  

Genealogy chart of material-place analysis 
aspect 

The density 
is raised.  

Pl
ac
e 

Action 
body 

Target 
body Action 

Transmi
ssion 

Exhaust energy 

Turbo Inhalation 
air 

Pressure is 
raised.  

Inhalation 
air 

Target 
body 

Pressure is 
raised.  

Turbo 

It lowers the 
temperature.  

[Intaku-
ra-] 

Action 1 

Action 
2 

Action body 1 
Product 

Action 
body 2 
Product 

Genealogy of pressure 
control thought 

Genealogy of temperature control thought 
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3. Combination case with another technique: Development scenario of A system technology (3/7) 

② Genealogy chart-making of technological evolution (2) 
-  Genealogy chart of evolution of A system technology (material ‐ place analysis aspect) 

20 one's teens 20 one's twenties 

Genealogy of aaaa 

A
 system

 
technology 

B 
aaaa 

C 

D 
Reaching the ceiling 

E 
Downsizing 

cccc 
..drinking.. 
genealogy 

cccc cccd 
ccce dddd 

eeee 
ffff 

Evolution reaching 
the ceiling 

Genealogy of ffff 

hhhh 

hhhh 
..drinking.. 
genealogy 

iiii 

kkkk 

jjjj 

llll 

It evolves 
by ppp.  

Genealogy of mmmm 

mmmm oooo 

F 

G 

H I 

J K 

L 
gggg 

bbbb 

M N 

O P Q 

R S 

T 

U 

V X 
nnnn 

Y Z 

2000 generations In one's nineties 19 former 
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3. Combination case with another technique: Development scenario of A system technology (4/7) 

② Genealogy chart-making of 
technological evolution (3) 

-  Genealogy chart of evolution of A system technology (material ‐ place analysis aspect) 

A
 system

 
technology 

B 
aaaa 

C 

D 
Reaching 
the 
ceiling E 

Downsizing 

cccc cccd 
ccce dddd 

eeee 
ffff 

Evolution reaching 
the ceiling 

hhhh 
iiii 

kkkk 

jjjj 

llll 

It evolves 
by ppp.  

mmmm oooo 

F 

G 

H I 

J K 

L 
gggg 

bbbb 

M N 

O P Q 

R S 

T 

U 

V X 
nnnn 

Y Z 

2000 generations In one's nineties 19 former 

Target body =  A
 

Action body = past 
products = 

B ～ H ～ Z 

20 one's teens 20 one's twenties 

Forecast in the future by S-curve 

Action =  aaaa - kkkk - Oooo 

Genealogy of 
aaaa Genealogy of action aaaa 

cccc 
..drinking.. 
genealogy Genealogy of action cccc 

Genealogy of ffff Genealogy of action ffff 

hhhh 
..drinking.. 
genealogy Genealogy of action hhhh 

Genealogy of mmmm 

Genealogy of action mmmm 
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3. Combination case with another technique: Development scenario of A system technology (5/7) 

③ It is a hypothesis of overhead view of the lineage tree 

２０２０１１０代０代 ２０２０２２０代０代

aaaaaaaaの系譜の系譜

Ａ

系

技

術

B
ａａａａ

C

D
頭打ち

Ｅ
ﾀﾞｳﾝｻｲｼﾞﾝｸﾞ

ｃｃｃｃｃｃｃｃ
の系譜の系譜

ｃｃｃｃ ｃｃｃｄ

ｃｃｃｅｄｄｄｄ

ｅｅｅｅ

ｆｆｆｆ
進
化
頭
打
ち

ｆｆｆｆの系譜ｆｆｆｆの系譜

ｈｈｈｈ

ｈｈｈｈｈｈｈｈ
の系譜の系譜

ｉｉｉｉ

ｋｋｋｋ

ｊｊｊｊ

ｌｌｌｌ

ｐｐｐで進化

ｍｍｍｍの系譜ｍｍｍｍの系譜
ｍｍｍｍ ｏｏｏｏ

Ｆ

Ｇ

Ｈ Ｉ

Ｊ Ｋ

Ｌ
ｇｇｇｇ

ｂｂｂｂ

Ｍ Ｎ

Ｏ Ｐ Ｑ

Ｒ Ｓ

Ｔ

Ｕ

Ｖ Ｘ
ｎｎｎｎ

Ｙ Ｚ

２００２０００代０代１９１９９９０代０代以前以前

作用作用 aaaaaaaa の系譜の系譜

作用作用 ｃｃｃｃｃｃｃｃ の系譜の系譜

作用作用 ｆｆｆｆｆｆｆｆ の系譜の系譜

作用作用 ｈｈｈｈｈｈｈｈ の系譜の系譜

作用作用 ｍｍｍｍｍｍｍｍ の系譜の系譜

作用作用 aaaaaaaa の系譜の系譜作用作用 aaaaaaaa の系譜の系譜

作用作用 ｃｃｃｃｃｃｃｃ の系譜の系譜作用作用 ｃｃｃｃｃｃｃｃ の系譜の系譜

作用作用 ｆｆｆｆｆｆｆｆ の系譜の系譜作用作用 ｆｆｆｆｆｆｆｆ の系譜の系譜

作用作用 ｈｈｈｈｈｈｈｈ の系譜の系譜作用作用 ｈｈｈｈｈｈｈｈ の系譜の系譜

作用作用 ｍｍｍｍｍｍｍｍ の系譜の系譜作用作用 ｍｍｍｍｍｍｍｍ の系譜の系譜Z 

Pressure 

Heat 

Shape 

Flow 

Quality 

The hypothesis: A system technology is history of evolution that starts controlling the attribute of A like pressure 
and the temperature, etc. 
It entered the trend that started making Z that appeared in recent years [**ya] and controlling the quality of A.  
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Noticed the middle 
route 
Noticed the middle 
route 

④ 
It noticed.  
Route ② 

An increase of ideal 
Useful function 

E route eeee eeef eeeg eeeh 

G route 

kkkk K route 

H route 
I route 

J route 

F route 

E route eeee eeef eeeg eeeh 

G route 

kkkk K route 
J route 

3. Combination case with another technique: Development scenario of A system technology (6/7) 

④ Forecast and development scenario in the future 
The hypothesis: Centering on 

product Z 

A system technology evolves.  

A system technology 

Development 
scenario 

Product Z evolution 

Forecast in the future 

Eight technological systems 
Law of evolution 

[Wo] invoking 

Z 

C route 

ddde D 
route 

① 
An increase of ideal 
Adverse effect 

C route 

bbbd 

bbbc 

ddde D 
route 

bbbb B route 

W
idth of developm

ent route 

The 2010's The 2020's 

L route llll llmm 

③ Completen
ess 

mnpp mmoo 

L route llll llmm 

mmmm M route mmmn 

Noticed the middle 
route 

N route 
L route llll llmm 

kkkk K route 
J route 

E route eeee eeef eeeg eeeh 

G route 

C route 

ddde D 
route 

⑤ 
Emphasis route 
Route not selected 

1 

2 

3 
4 

6 

7 

5 

⑥ New product 
rollout 

n 
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3. Combination case with another technique: Development scenario of A system technology (7/7) 

⑤ Result 

The development scenario of a technological base that unified the rationality and 
consent and had it was able to be planned.  

User satisfaction rating: * 

Forecast in the future based on to accumulation of rationality = 
technology 

Genealogy chart of technological 
evolution 

Look down upon the evolution of the 
technical field.  

Hypothesis setting up Clear viewpoint that will be forecast in 
the future 

Development scenario that clarifies consent = strategy 

The development route not selected either 
clarifies.  
The turning point of evolution is 
paid to attention.  

Forecast in the future It searches for the necessity by the 
evolution pressure.  

Selection of clear development route 

Clear new product rollout time 

The utility of the combination of the strategy theory tool and the TRIZ tool was able to 
be shown.  

Place material ‐ analysis (relief in genealogy) 

Law of eight technological system evolution 

Genealogy chart of technological 
evolution 
Development scenario 
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18 / 20 4. (1/3) of summary 

① Turning around and problem from four points in TRIZ promotion 

① Promotion policy 

② User 

③ Consulting 

④ Tool 

The repetition of "Practice" (accumulation of a success and a failure small for bottom-up and a short 
time) is one shape of TRIZ promotion (independent use example in the office and increase of the 
number of applicants of an educational attending a lecture).  

Introduction 
stage 

Application 
stage 

Applied 
stage 

The future 

Do not miss the bus.  

TRIZ is learnt.  

Workshop 

TRIZ is developed.  

It acquires it by practice.  

Time crunch 

The solution is offered.  

It acquires it by practice.  

Improvement of satisfaction 
rating 

TRIZ is understood 
enough.  

Prior seat study the third 

Half of nomination + 
applicants 

Even if it doesn't know TRIZ, 
it is acceptable.  

Prior seat study none 

Only the applicant 

Even if TRIZ is not done, it 
is acceptable.  

The introductory chapter 
the first is recommended.  

Only the applicant 

Consultant outside the 
company 

It teaches.  

In-house propeller 

It initiates it.  

In-house propeller 

It accompanies.  

Invention principle- ARIZ 

Fixed form process 
Fixed form TRIZ tool 

Fixed form process 

The number of TRIZ tools 
that can be used is 
increased.  

It combines with another 
technique.  

Enhancement of course of 
instruction independently 

mastered 

Solution 

An in-house propeller 
proposes technique/tool.  

The range of 
technique/tool is expanded 
more.  
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19 / 20 4. (2/3) of summary 

② Present promotion activity 
Shorten of solution/development period/new product development/patent strengthening/creativity improvement 

Activity that aims at positive cycle of technique use 

The use case is expanded.  The success case is expanded.  

Acknowledgment of effect of technique 

Improvement of acknowledgment level 

Decrease of refusal feeling 

1 2 3 

4 

5 

6 

Hands-on 
activities 

New technique 
New tool Use 

Skill 

I T environment 
Gold fire introduction 

Office education 
(delivery) 
Short seminar 

Course of 
instruction 

*It depends on the cooperation of the idea lord 

Ltd..  

Technique ( TRIZ ) promotion 

  
  

Prom
otion activity 

D
evelopm

ent activity 

4.Course of instruction 

1.Business theme/hands-on activities 

2.New technique/new tool acquisition activity 

3.Technique use skill improvement activity 

5.Office education activity (delivery) 

6.I T environment maintenance activity 

･Present QFD/TRIZ/TM etc. 
* when introduction of another technique is being 
promoted practicing 

･Introductory chapter TRIZ /chapter of TRIZ practice/ 
Idea conception method (another technique) 
Three courses are being started.  

･Goldfire is developing.  
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20 / 20 4. (3/3) of summary 

③ Summary 

 1. There can variously be method of ..TRIZ.. promoting in-house.  
         Running promotion is the one shape as for practice.  
                               (Practice: First of all, TRIZ is applied to actual subject.  
                                       A small success and the failure are piled and it learns.  
                                                           It gropes for a new approach and the tool. ) 

 2. The purpose of in-house promotion is a solution from the development of 
TRIZ.  

 3. It deals with various problems for the solution.  
                    Various approaches and tools are necessary.  
                                    The combination to which not only TRIZ but also  
                                                                  another technique is taken is effective.  

 -  Practice and the education are both circles of the car. It is in-house propeller's role to offer both chances.  
 -  It is necessary to establish the effect and the evaluation method of the TRIZ use told by the third party.  
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Thank you for your attention 
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